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BRIEFS

On-Line Computer Conference
The Second National Conference on the Uses of

On-Line Computers in Psychology was held at S1.Louis
University, S1. Louis, Mo., on November 1, 1972, under
the directorship of Donald Tepas. The entire proceedings
of the conference (invited addresses, contributed papers,
and symposia) will be published in the next issue of this
Journal.

The Conference Steering Committee made several
decisions and recommendations concerning future
meetings and formalization of the group.

Specific information concerning the results of the
conference business meeting will be printed along with
the Proceedings in the March 1973 issue of Behavior
Research Methods and Instrumentation.

Psychopharmacology
The International Directory of Investigators in

Psychopharmacology was published in the fall of 1972,
and a number of copies are available to those who have a
special need for the information. This unique resource
for information on "who is doing what and where in
psychopharmacology" on the international level is a
project of the International Reference Centers Network
for Information on Psychotropic Drugs, a WHO·NIMH
collaborative effort.

Address requests to the Editor, Alice A. Leeds, M.D.,
Chief, International Reference Center for Information
on Psychotropic Drugs, NIMH, Room 9-105, 5600
Fishers Lane, Rockville, Md. 20852.
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Electronic Seeing Aid
A miniature transmitter and receiver mounted in a

pair of eyeglass frames form the basis of a new electronic
seeing aid. In operation, the E·2 emits a pulse of infrared
light. If an object is in front of the wearer, the light is
reflected back to a receiver in the eyeglass frame, which
emits a tone warning the wearer of the obstruction.
Developed by the Electro-Optics Div., Sensory Aids
Research Co., Albuquerque, N. Mex., the Model E-2
seeing aid can be adjusted to detect a good reflector
(e.g., a white plaster wall) to a range of about 3-4 m. A
poor reflector, certain fabrics and paints, almost always
can be detected at a minimum range of 1.5 m, or a few
steps away. The unit is priced at $250.

Sphygmometrograph
Sears Roebuck & Co. and the Inventure Development

Co., Auburndale, Mass., have developed a device which
enables a person to take his own blood pressure while
eliminating human error. The device records the blood
pressure reading on inkless paper with an accuracy said to
be equal to that conventionally obtained by physicians.
Sensing and discrimination of the Korotkoff arterial
sounds is carried out electronically. A new cuff design
permits the user to put it on his own arm in a clinically
correct manner. Price: $199.50.

Minicomputers
Interdata has announced a new schedule of peripheral

pricing. The cost of a typical 24 kB system has been
reduced by about 10%.

Digital Equipment Corporation has added the
PDP-l1/40 to its 16-bit PDP·11 line. The 11/40 is almost
twice as fast as the 11/20 but lower in price.

Digital Computer Controls dropped prices on its
D-112 series of 12·bit computers by as much as $2,060
for a minimum decrease of 15% across the product line.

Optical Filters
The Thin Film Products Division of Infrared

Industries announces a new 32-page Design Guide and
Catalog of Optical Filters. The reference includes
specifications, procurement, and use of interference
filters. Write to Thin Film Products Div., IR Industries,
P.O. Box 557, Waltham, Mass. 02154.

Calculator TV
The Panasonic Calculator TV is a 14-digit desk-top

device for the four standard functions (add, subtract,
multiply, and divide) plus ~d-!uare, square root
exponentiation, and memory. Big feature is readout.
Through a character generator/adptor, the unit can be
attached to the antenna of a home color TV receiver,
and the content of the memory file is displayed on the
TV screen in yellow. The calculation is displayed in
green (up to four lines), and overflow is indicated in red.
Any savings in cost of standard LED or gas-discharge
readouts is offset by the character generator, but the
constant display of memory is an advantage and it has
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classroom uses. The unit was recently displayed at the
Consumer Electronics Show and is a prototype.

Indentimat 2000
The Identimat 2000 developed by Identimation Corp.

of Northvale, N.J., can compare hand geometry with
encoded information on identity cards to provide proof
that a person presenting the card is the individual to
whom it was issued.

The $3,000 system optically scans the hand and
compares it to the ID card encoded with the individual's
hand measurement and other information unique to that
hand. The hand is merely placed on a lighted surface for
optical scanning and if the card and hand do not match,
the installation flashes a no-go light and a warning
sounds.

Finger Locates Points on Display
The touch-sensitive digitizer (TSD) uses a piece of

glass which is placed over a CRT display or hard copy;
TSD can also be used with projection systems. The
system's electronic circuitry automatically determines
the location of a finger, felt-tipped pen, or other passive
probe placed on the glass. The coordinates of the probe's
location are converted into BCD or binary format.

Instronics, Inc.
Bridge Plaza
Suite 204
Ogdensburg, N.Y. 13669

Minicomputer Voice
The S-11 is a new peripheral for PDP-lls which plug

into the UNIBUS. Output is through a speaker or
headset. A touch-tone input decode option provides
remote two-way communications. Standard software
consists of an output routine for generating speech from
a stored vocabulary table and a composer for use in
adding words or modifying inflections. Interfaces and
software for most other minicomputers are also
available.

Interface Systems, Inc.
5 Research Dr.
Ann Arbor, Mich. 48103

Minicomputer Interface
Computer Products (p.O. Box 23849, Ft. Lauderdale,

Fla. 33307) offers a six-page brochure explaining how
"Interfacing a Minicomputer to Your Process is No
Longer a Custom Engineering Problem." The concept of
standard plug-compatible process I/O interface and
equipment is described featuring the entire family of
real-time peripherals.

Terminals
The 40 12 Tektronix graphics terminal is priced at

$4,950 and features a TTY-style keyboard, upper- and
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lowercase ASCII character set, improved linearity, high
resolution, and PLOT-lO software capability. The
Tektronix 4013 APL terminal for IBMcompatibility has
a communication interface and PLOT-lO APL/GRAPH
software for $5,940. The 40l3s can manipulate vectors
and multidimensional arrays as easily as scalars.

The DATA 100 (Minneapolis, Minn.) has a low-cost
version of the Model 88 data entry terminal which offers
both keypunch-type data entry and IBM 2780 remote
communications capability with each mode under
control of a stored program. The memory unit stores
600 card images and up to 25 control cards initiate
keypunching features. Price: $2,875.

Video Systems Corp.'s Model VST 1296 ASCII video
terminal interfaces to both RS-232 asynchronous serial
(at 1,800 baud) and high-speed parallel (1,800 cps) lines.
A function key transmits a preformatted message
header. A price of $3,995 purchases the standard
VST-1296, which displays 18 69-char lines.

Earplugs
National Research Corp. of Cambridge, Mass., has

developed disposable foam earplugs that custom-fit to
the ear without interfering with normal sounds and
conversation.

The foamed polymer E·A-R plugs are squeezed to ear
size and remain that way long enough to allow easy ear
insertion. Price: $0.10 to $0.15.

Pocket-Sized Calculator of Note
Hewlett-Packard Co., Cupertino, Calif., markets a

pocket-sized calculator (7.5 x 15 x 2.5 em and 25 g) that
is battery powered and provides readout in a
red-light-emitting diode display at $395. Range is 10-99

to 109 9 , and readout is to 10 significant digits.
The unit provides the usual (add, subtract, divide, and

multiply) plus other functions, e.g., common and natural
logs, eX, xv , ...;, l/x, sin, cos, tan, arc-sin, arc-cos, and
arc-tan. Each of the machine's functions can be operated
with a stroke of one of the unit's 35 keys. The HP-35
has a data storage register for constants and an
operational stack of four registers which holds
immediate answers for recall and eliminates the need to
write down immediate answers.

Drug Screening
The Reference Laboratory (12926 Saticoy, North

Hollywood, Calif. 91609) does drug screening. All
positive results from drug abuse screening tests are
confirmed by gas chromatography for narcotics,
amphetamines, and barbiturates.

"Drug Screen," developed by Whittaker Corp. of
Waltham, Mass., permits rapid drug screening by
fluometry. The system measures morphine and quinine
in urine in a total time (sample preparation plus
measurement) of 5 min with a detection limit of 0.06 p.g
of drug per milliliter of urine. The advertisements state
that results are provided three times faster than
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chromatography or other techniques at a cost of less
than $0.50 per sample. The system weighs 13 kg. Cost:
$3,990.

"FRAT" is a spin immunoassay system used to detect
drugs rapidly at a cost of $0.50 to $1.50jassay. The
system, developed by Syva Co. of Palo Alto, Calif.,
assays a urine sample which is deposited in an oxidizing
agent and then added to a morphine antibody. The
resultant fluid goes into FRAT, which is an electron spin
resonance spectrometer. It takes 30 sec for the system to
trace out a reading. Price of the system is a significant
$26,000.

Nova Software
Computer Dynamics (Cherry Hill, N.J.) offers a

software package at $750 (with documentation) that
occupies 118 words of storage. With the software
packages for the Nova and Supernova minicomputers,
users can accomplish data conversion and program
division and multiplication. Eight utility routines
contain all of the usual conversion and arithmetic
requirements. Included in the package are BCD to
binary; binary to BCD; two-word BCD to binary, and
vice versa; multiply and accumulate; divide one word by
half word; and divide two words by one word.

Simpax Mini-Simulator
Simpax allows the user to develop, debug, and run

PDP-8 and application software on PDP·II or Nova
minicomputers. The Digital Systems Corp. (Monroeville,
Pa.) PDP-8 instructions implemented include all
combined micros, lOTs for supporting TTY paper-tape
reader terminals, interrupt facility, and extended
memory instructions for 8k versions. Execution speed:
no noticeable degradation in terminal response to user
commands is noticed, with internal PDP-II and Nova
CPU 20 times that of PDP-8. Costs: 4k is $175; 8k is
$375.

Laser Manufacturers
The companies listed below market lasers of various

types. For example: Lasers can be separated into four
spectral bands [ultra violet (UV)] , visible, near infrared,
and infrared; and tunable devices. Lasers with
wavelengths less than 420 nm are UV; 420-700 are
visible; 700 nm to 2.0 pm are near IR; and lasers with
wavelengths longer than 2 pm are IR. A 2·pm dividing
line between near IR and IR might be selected because
at about this wavelength conventional glass optics
become opaque. Lasers can be unpolarized, "U";
polarized, "P," but unspecified as to direction and type
of polarization; linearly polarized, "Lin"; or optional,
"Opt."

Advanced Kinetics
1231 VictoriaSt.
Costa Mesa, Calif. 92627
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American Laser Corp.
921 N. Pennsylvania Ave.
Winter Park, Fla. 32789

American Optical Corp.
10 Optical Ave.
Kenne, N.H. 03431

Apollo Lasers, Inc.
6365 Arizona Circle
Los Angeles, Calif. 90045

AVCO Everett Research Laboratory
2385 Revere Beach Pkwy.
Everett, Mass. 02149

Britt Electronic Products Corp.
2944 Nebraska Ave.
Santa Monica, Calif. 90404

CW Radiation, Inc.
III Ortega Ave.
Mountain View, Calif. 94040

Candela Corp.
14 Charles St.
Neadham Heights, Mass. 02194

Carson Laboratories, Inc.
375 Lake Ave.
Bristol, Conn. 06010

Chromatix
1145 Terra Bella Ave.
Mountain View, Calif. 94040

Coherent Radiation
932 E. Meadow Dr.
Palo Alto, Calif. 94303

Control Laser Corp.
11222 Astronaut Blvd.
Orlando, Fla. 32809

Energy Technology, Inc.
lIS Huron View Blvd.
Ann Arbor, Mich. 48103

Ferranti Electric, Inc.
E. Bethpage Rd.
Plainview, N.Y. 11803

GTE Sylvania
Box 188
Mountain View, Calif. 94040

Gen-Tec, Inc.
2625 Dalton
Quebec 12, Canada
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Hadron, Inc.
800 Shames Dr.
Westbury", N.Y. 11590

Holobeam, Inc.
560 Winters Ave.
Paramus, N.J. 07652

Hughes AircraftCo.
ElectronDynamics Div.
3100 W. LomitaBlvd.
Torrance,Calif. 90509

InternationalLaserSystems, Inc.
3404 N. Orange Blossom Trail
Orlando,Fla. 32804

Jodon Engineering Associates, Inc.
145Enterprise Dr.
Ann Arbor, Mich. 48103

Korad/Union Carbide Corp.
Materials Systems Div.
2520 Colorado Ave.
Santa Monica, Calif. 90406

LaserDiode Laboratories, Inc.
205 Forrest St.
Metuchen, N.J. 08840

Laser Energy, Inc.
325 Mt. Read Blvd.
Rochester, N.Y. 14611

LaserNucleonics, Inc.
123Moody St.
Waltham, Mass. 02154

Lumonics Research Ltd.
1755Woodward Dr.
Ottawa 5, Canada

Meret,Inc.
1815 24th St.
Santa Monica, Calif. 90404

Metrologic Instruments,Inc.
143Harding Rd.
Bellmawr, N.J. 08030

Molectron Corp.
930 Thompson PI.
Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086

OpticalCommunications, Inc.
2111 W. CentralBlvd.
Orlando,Fla. 32805

Optic Electronics Corp.
2605 Manana Dr.
Dallas, Tex. 75220

OpticsTechnology, Inc.
901 California Ave.
Palo Alto, Calif. 94304

Optimation, Inc.
203 Middlesex Turnpike
Burlington, Mass. 01803

Phase-R Corp.
P.O. BoxG-2
New Durham, N.H. 03855

Q.E.D. Corp.
P.O. Box 15188
Orlando,Fla. 32808

QuantronixCorp.
225 Engineers Rd.
Smithtown,N.Y. 11787

RCA Corp.
Electronic Components
Lancaster, Pa. 17604

Raytheon Co.
130 2nd Ave.
Waltham, Mass. 02154

Spacerays, Inc.
5151 S. Syracuse St.
Englewood, Colo. 80110

Spectra-Physics, Inc.
1250W. Middlefield Rd.
Mountain View, Calif. 94040

Synergetics Research, Inc.
University ParkPlaza
Alexander Rd.
Princeton,N.J. 08540

TRW Instruments
139Illinois St.
El Segundo, Calif. 90245

New Relay Programming Equipment
Ralph Gerbrands Company, Inc. (8 Beck Rd.,

Arlington, Mass. 02174) announces a new line of relay
programming equipment that is completely compatible
with existing electromechanical programming
equipment, yet incorporates several new, additional
features designed to make programming easier. The
Gerbrands line features such new items as a digital
interval timer, an integrated circuit pulse generator, and
an inexpensive rack-mounting masking noise generator.
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